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Summary  

Prediction of the fate of metals in soil requires knowledge on their solid–liquid 

partitioning. This paper reviews analytical methods and models for measuring or predicting 

the solid–liquid partitioning of metals in aerobic soils, and collates experimental data. The 

solid–liquid partitioning is often expressed with an empirical distribution coefficient or Kd, 

which gives the ratio of the concentration in the solid phase to that in the solution phase. 

The Kd value of a metal reflects the net effect of various reactions in the solid and liquid 

phases and varies orders of magnitude among soils. The Kd value can be derived from the 

solid–liquid distribution of added metal or that of the soil-borne metal. Only part of the 

solid-phase metal is rapidly exchangeable with the solution phase. Various methods have 

been developed to quantify this ‘labile’ phase, and Kd values based on this phase often 

correlate better with soil properties than Kd values based on total concentration, and are 

more appropriate to express metal ion buffering in solute transport models. The in situ soil 

solution is the preferred solution phase for Kd determinations. Alternatively, water or 

dilute-salt extracts can be used, but these may underestimate in situ concentrations of 

dissolved metal due to dilution of metal-complexing ligands such as dissolved organic 

matter. Multi-surface models and empirical models have been proposed to predict metal 

partitioning from soil properties. Though soil pH is the most important soil property 

determining the retention of the free metal ion, Kd values based on total dissolved metal in 

solution may show little pH dependence for metal ions that have strong affinity for 

dissolved organic matter. The Kd is used as an equilibrium constant in risk assessment 

models. However, slow dissociation of metal complexes in solution and slow exchange of 

metals between labile and non-labile pools in the solid phase may invalidate this 

equilibrium assumption. 
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Introduction 

The solid–liquid distribution of trace metals largely affects their mobility and 

bioavailability in soils. Leaching of metals from soil to groundwater is related to the 

dissolved metal concentrations and the amount of metal on the solid phase buffering the 

metal in solution. The free metal ion is usually considered to be the major determinant of 

bioavailability. The importance of metal speciation for assessing availability and risk of 

metals is well recognized, and numerous data on solid–liquid partitioning of metals in soil 

have been published and compiled (Sauvé et al., 2000a). The distribution coefficient (Kd) 

varies orders of magnitude among soils for the same metal. The lack of a consistent 

methodology and terminology complicates the comparison of data and may also confuse 

readers as to how the results can be interpreted and used. 

This paper reviews the methods to measure the solid–liquid partitioning of metals and 

of models to predict this process in soils. The interpretation and possible use of solid–

liquid distribution coefficients is discussed. A selective compilation of existing data on 

solid–liquid partitioning of trace metals in soil is given. 

Metal partitioning in soils: concepts and quantification 

There are numerous reactions that affect the speciation of metals in soil. Metal ions adsorb 

to organic matter, oxyhydroxides and clay minerals. Metals can also be precipitated as pure 

or mixed solids. In solution phase, metals are present as free ion, as complexes with 

inorganic or organic ligands, or associated with mineral colloids. The free ion in solution is 

generally the most reactive species in terms of reaction with the solid phase. Sorption 

reactions rather than precipitation reactions generally control the ion activity in the liquid 

phase. For instance, sorption curves of Cd, Co, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn in four soils suggested 

that solubility of these metals was controlled by sorption and complexation processes, 
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rather than precipitation (Welp & Brümmer, 1999). Similarly, McBride et al. (1997) found 

indications that Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn solubility in moderately contaminated soils was 

controlled by sorption reactions. Although there is sufficient evidence for the presence of 

metals in pure or mixed solids in contaminated soils (Roberts et al., 2002; Sarret et al., 

2004), these phases are unlikely to control the ion activity in soil solution, but are likely 

present as an inert – or only very slowly reactive – phase. For example, the free ion activity 

of a divalent cationic metal is usually much less affected by soil pH than the 100-fold 

change per unit pH that should be observed if carbonates, oxides or hydroxides would 

control the metal solubility (Salam & Helmke, 1998; Jopony & Young, 1994; Sauvé et al., 

1997b, 2000b). In most cases, the decrease in free ion activity, at constant total metal 

concentration, is between 3- and 15-fold per unit pH increase for divalent metals. This pH 

dependence can be successfully described assuming sorption of metals on variable charge 

surfaces (Barrow & Whelan, 1998; Weng et al., 2001a; Tipping et al., 2003). 

The partitioning of metals in soil is often quantified by a distribution coefficient or Kd. 

The Kd expresses the distribution of an element between the solid phase and solution 

phase: 

Kd= Msolid/[M],
 

 (1) 

where Msolid is the solid phase concentration (‘quantity’), expressed on a soil-weight basis, 

and [M] the (total or free ion) concentration in solution (‘intensity’), expressed on a 

solution-volume basis. Thus, the Kd value has a unit of volume/mass, typically litre kg
-1

. 

Depending on the methods used to characterize the solid and liquid phase, different Kd 

values may be obtained that express partitioning between different pools. Figure 1 

illustrates different potential reactions mechanisms involved in the solid–liquid distribution 

and defines different Kd values. This terminology will be further used in this review. The 

most complex set of reactions is given in the first scheme. In solution, the metal is present 

as the free ion (M
n+

) or as a complex (ML) with organic and/or inorganic ligands (Figure 
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1a). The free ion can adsorb onto the solid phase, on organic matter, (hydr)oxides or clay 

minerals. For purpose of illustration, we assume that only the free ion reacts with the solid 

phase, though some complexes may also adsorb on the soil surface (Bowers & Huang, 

1986). Other ions, mainly H
+
, Ca

2+
, and Mg

2+
, but also other trace metal ions when present 

in elevated concentrations, compete for sorption on the surface sites. From the ‘labile’ pool 

on the solid phase, metals can be transferred to a non-labile pool (‘fixed’). The transfer 

from labile to non-labile pool is a slow process (reaction time in order of years or longer), 

whereas the initial adsorption reaction occurs within minutes to hours. Figure 1a also 

considers an inert pool on the solid phase that does not exchange with other pools, which 

may be the case for metals present in parent minerals. Similarly, some metal in solution 

may be equally non-reactive, such as metals in colloidal minerals. The other schemes are 

progressively more simplified. In Figure 1b, it is assumed that there is rapid equilibrium 

between the free ion and the labile pool (double arrow). As will be discussed later, 

equilibrium assumptions are justified if the time scale of the process considered is slow 

compared with the time scale of the chemical reactions converting a metal species into 

another. The last, most simplified, scheme shows how the distribution coefficient in soil is 

usually determined: as the ratio of the ‘total’ concentration in the solid phase (for instance 

determined by hot acid extraction) and the total solution concentration (in an actual soil 

solution or in an extract). Table 1 gives a non-exhaustive overview of methods that have 

been used to measure the partitioning of metals in soils, and how the measured solid–liquid 

partitioning relates to the conceptual schemes in Figure 1.  

Graphical representation of metal partitioning 

Partitioning of metals is often presented by sorption isotherms or sorption curves, which 

relate the concentration on the solid phase, Msolid, to the (total or free ion) concentration in 

solution, [M]. If the sorption curve is linear, it can be described with a constant Kd value. In 
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reality, sorption curves are often non-linear, and are better described with a Freundlich 

equation: 

Msolid = k·[M]
n
,
 

 (2) 

with k and n the Freundlich parameters. Extended, more generally applicable, Freundlich-

type equations have been proposed that take into account the effect of competing cations 

such as H
+
 and Ca

2+
 ions, or of the sorptive solid phase, namely organic C content or CEC 

(Temminghoff et al., 1995; McBride et al., 1997; Barrow & Whelan, 1998; Elzinga et al., 

1999). This results in equations that take following form when log-transformed: 

logMsolid = logk·+ n log[M] + a pH + b log(OM),  (3) 

where a and b are regression coefficients and OM is the organic matter content of the soil.  

Although somewhat simplistic, the constant Kd approach is frequently applied, since it 

is easily integrated into various models. Moreover, sorption curves are often nearly linear 

(n→1) in the lower concentration range, in which case the use of a constant Kd value is 

justified. However, at higher metal loadings the sorption curve levels off, as sorption sites 

become saturated, and the Kd progressively decreases (Hendrickson & Corey, 1981). The 

opposite effect, an increase in Kd with increasing load, may indicate that precipitation 

reactions rule the metal solubility, but is rarely observed at relevant metal concentrations in 

soils, except for Pb (Buchter et al., 1989) or in calcareous soils. An increase in slope of the 

sorption curve is not necessarily related to precipitation, but has also been reported for 

elements as Cu (Sposito, 1984) or Hg (Barrow & Cox, 1992) in presence of small amounts 

of soluble organic ligands. Complexation with the ligand limits the metal adsorption at low 

metal concentrations, but has little effect at high metal concentrations when the soluble 

ligand is saturated with the metal. The dependence of Kd on metal load implies that the Kd 

will be misestimated if they are determined at metal loadings that are beyond 
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environmental relevant values, a situation that is most critical for metals present at low 

concentrations such as Cd (Christensen, 1989b). 

Sorption is sometimes illustrated by sorption envelopes that show the percentage – or 

amount – of metal sorbed on the surface as a function of pH. The liquid/solid ratio (L/S; 

litre kg
-1

) at which the sorption is measured should always be reported to convert these 

data to Kd values (Figure 2): 

100
L/S

%sorbed
d

d ⋅
+

=
K

K
 or 

1
%sorbed

100

L/S
d

−

=K .  (4) 

However, it is not possible to derive Kd values from graphically presented sorption 

envelopes with sufficient precision if the sorbed metal fraction is very small or large, as 

small differences in the fraction of sorbed metal correspond to large differences in the Kd 

value under these conditions. For example, the difference between 95% (corresponding to 

Kd=L/S×20) and 99.5% adsorbed metal (or Kd=L/S×200) appears minor on an sorption 

envelope but is a 10-fold difference in metal solubility. Cationic metals often have Kd 

values well above 200 litre kg
-1

 corresponding to >95% metal adsorbed at a liquid/solid 

ratio of 10 litre kg
-1

. Therefore, sorption data of cationic metals are better presented in 

terms of solution concentrations or Kd values than in terms of fraction sorbed.  

Measurement of the metal partitioning 

The Kd can either be determined from the distribution of added metal salt (also termed 

‘adsorption Kd’), or by measuring the distribution of soil-borne metals between the solid 

and liquid phase. Both approaches are discussed in this section. 

Adsorption Kd 

Adsorption Kd values measure the partitioning of freshly added metal salt within relatively 

small time-frames. Therefore, adsorption Kd values classify as Kd
lab

 in our scheme (Figure 
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1). An adsorption Kd, is usually measured by adding a metal salt to a soil suspended in 

water or a dilute salt. The suspension is equilibrated, generally for one day to about one 

week, and the solution concentration is measured after phase separation. The concentration 

on the solid phase is calculated as the difference between the amount added and the metal 

amount still present in solution. The background metal should be included in the solid 

phase concentration as the soil-borne metals are also involved in sorption (Welp & 

Brümmer, 1999). Failure to take into account the background will lead to an underestimate 

of the adsorbed metal concentration that buffers the metal concentration in the liquid 

phase. However, inclusion of the total background concentration in the solid phase 

concentration may also distort the sorption curve, since some portion of the native solid-

phase pool may not be involved in short-term reactions. Only the ‘labile’ background 

concentration should be considered. Estimates of labile metal concentrations can be 

obtained by isotopic dilution, or by extraction with dilute acids or a complexing agent (see 

below).  

The use of non-relevant high metal concentrations in sorption tests should be avoided, 

as this may result in a saturation of the binding sites and also in a decrease in pH and 

increase of ionic strength of the solution (Percival et al., 1999; Stevens et al., 2003). The 

addition of cationic metals at large doses strongly decreases the solution pH due to 

displacement of specifically bound protons from surfaces. The decrease in soil solution pH 

and increase in salinity in metal salt amended soils enhances the metal solubility. As a 

result, metal concentrations in soil solutions are often much larger, even up to 1000-fold, in 

metal salt spiked soils than in field-contaminated soils with corresponding total metal 

concentrations (Smolders et al., 2004; Degryse et al., 2007). 
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Distribution of soil-borne metals: the solid phase (quantity) 

Total metal concentrations are usually measured by hot acid digestion. Part of the metals 

that are extracted by digestion may be present in non-labile form. For example, the element 

may be present as a pure or mixed solid, in crystal lattices, or in internal pores of sorbents 

(such as oxides) after intraparticle diffusion. This non-labile metal pool does not contribute 

to the immediate solid–solution distribution that occurs between the labile pool on the solid 

phase and the solution phase (See Figure 1b-c). Therefore, it is more appropriate to express 

the solid–liquid distribution with respect to the labile metal pool in soil (Welp & Brümmer, 

1999; Degryse et al., 2003), and to base transport calculations on this labile pool instead of 

the total metal content (Streck & Richter, 1997). 

Of course, this binary classification in labile and non-labile solid phase pools is an 

oversimplification. However, a more sophisticated approach, such as a continuous 

distribution of sorption kinetics, would often be impractical to deal with. Moreover, 

isotopic dilution studies suggest that there is a reasonably distinguishable labile and non-

labile pool, as the isotopically exchanged metal generally changes little with isotope 

equilibration time, beyond 2 days of equilibration (Young et al., 2007). The labile pool 

may therefore be operationally defined as the amount of metal that equilibrates with the 

solution phase within a few days (usually between 1 and 7 days).  

Isotopic dilution is conceptually the most attractive method to measure labile metals in 

soil, as it represents the fraction of metals that is in dynamic equilibrium with metals in the 

solution phase within a certain timeframe. The use of radio-isotopes is not suitable for 

routine measurements, hence the need for other methods to determine ‘labile metal’. Welp 

& Brümmer (1999) calculated the labile concentration from an adsorption experiment at 

low doses. The labile metal in the soil at background is calculated from the increase in 

solution concentration when adding a small amount of metal salt to a soil suspension, in 
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the assumption that the partitioning of the labile metal remains unaffected by the addition 

of the metal salt. This approach is essentially the same as calculating the labile background 

pool from the negative intercept of a sorption curve of added metal (Barrow, 2008). While 

conceptually sound, this method has practical drawbacks, since the solution composition 

may be altered by addition of the metal salt, in which case the assumption of equal 

partitioning of labile metal for the unamended and amended sample will be violated. 

Young et al. (2000) proposed extraction of the labile Cd pool with 1 M CaCl2, as labile Cd 

is solubilized through complexation by Cl
-
 and competition for surface sites by Ca

2+
, while 

it is unlikely that fixed Cd (occluded in minerals, etc.) will be dissolved by CaCl2. 

Extraction with 1 M CaCl2 has indeed been found to give good estimates of isotopically 

exchangeable Cd (Young et al., 2000; Gray et al., 2003). A single extraction is 

methodologically attractive, but the selection of an extractant that completely and 

exclusively extracts the metal fraction that is in equilibrium with the solution phase is often 

impossible. Ahnstrom & Parker (2001) found that none of fractions of a sequential 

extraction procedure, nor any combinations of fractions, corresponded to the isotopically 

exchangeable concentration. Nakhone & Young (1993) measured E values (the 

isotopically exchangeable amount) and EDTA-extractable Cd for 33 soils (EDTA 0.05 M, 

L/S=3 litre kg
-1

). These parameters correlated well (r=0.98), but EDTA-extractable 

amounts were (on average 63 %) larger than E values, indicating that the EDTA extract 

released non-exchangeable Cd. Nevertheless, EDTA, in appropriate concentrations, may 

be the best choice when trying to estimate the labile pool of several metals using a single 

extractant (Welp & Brümmer, 1999; Tongtavee et al., 2005; Gäbler et al., 2007). We 

suggest that EDTA extracts appear the most appropriate choice to approximate the labile 

metal content, when applied in a concentration of c. 50 to 100 mmol EDTA per kg soil, 

since smaller concentrations may not completely extract the labile amount and larger 

concentrations will possibly release considerable amounts of the non-labile metal pool 
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(Degryse et al., 2004). In addition, dilute mineral acids (0.43 M HNO3 or 2 M HNO3) have 

been suggested to extract the labile metal pool (Tipping et al., 2003; Weng et al., 2001a). 

However, the Zn concentration extracted with 0.43 M or 2 M HNO3 is often larger than the 

isotopically exchangeable Zn, especially in calcareous soils (Sinaj et al., 2004; own 

unpublished data). We hypothesize that non-exchangeable Zn that is occluded in carbonate 

minerals is released because of the solubilization of these minerals by the acid extract. The 

HNO3 extractable Zn was also much larger than the E value for some non-calcareous, 

heavily contaminated soils with a small fraction of labile Zn (Sinaj et al., 2004; 

unpublished data). These soils were presumably contaminated with sparingly soluble Zn-

containing minerals that solubilize under acid conditions. 

Several studies have used isotope dilution to measure labile fractions of metals (mostly 

Cd and Zn) in field-collected soils. The %E values (labile versus total metal content) 

generally range between 40 and 80 % for Cd and between 10 and 60 % for Zn, though 

lower values are observed, for instance in mine spoil soils (Young et al., 2000: Degryse et 

al., 2004). Less information is available about the lability of other metals in soils. The 

available data suggest that Pb is often for the largest part in labile form, as %E values were 

larger than 40% even in field contaminated soils (Tongtavee et al., 2005; Degryse et al., 

2007). For Cu, %E values ranged between 4 and 52% (average 20%) in uncontaminated or 

field-contaminated soils (Nolan et al., 2004). In 16 naturally and anthropogenically Ni-rich 

soils, the E values (extrapolated to 3 months of isotope equilibration time) ranged between 

0.1 and 50% of total Ni concentration in soil, with low labile fractions in soils with 

significant amounts of crystalline Fe-oxides (Massoura et al., 2006). Gäbler et al. (2007) 

measured labile concentrations of several metals by stable isotope dilution on 115 

unpolluted soil samples, and found following order of lability (median E value relative to 

median total content in brackets): Pb (33%) ≥ Cd (25%) > Cu (10%) > Zn (5%) ≥ Ni (4%).  
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Distribution of soil-borne metals: the liquid phase (intensity) 

Solution isolation.  Aqueous metal concentrations can either be measured in an in situ soil 

solution (pore water) or in a soil extract. Soil solutions are mostly obtained by 

centrifugation, or by using special samplers such as Rhizon samplers (Meijboom & van 

Noordwijk, 1992) or hollow-fibre samplers (Litaor, 1988). The composition of soil 

solutions isolated from high pH soils differs from the in situ soil solution; CO2 degasses 

after separation of the solution from soil because of the higher CO2 partial pressure in the 

soil atmosphere than in the ambient atmosphere (Suarez, 1986). This CO2 degassing results 

in an increase in solution pH, thereby biasing solution metal speciation data obtained on 

these solutions. Isolation of soil solution is a laborious method, and it is difficult to obtain 

large volumes, which may be necessary for certain analyses. Soil extracts are often used 

instead, the assumption being that the solution concentration in the extract is a good 

estimator of that in in situ soil solution. The pH and composition of an extract is, however, 

different from that of the in situ soil solution. A dilute salt extract with similar ionic 

strength as the soil solution will probably give the best approximation to the soil solution 

composition. For many soils, the ionic strength of 0.01 M CaCl2 solution approximates that 

of the soil solution. Data of de Groot et al. (1998), however, show that metal 

concentrations in a 0.01 M CaCl2 extract (L/S=10 litre kg
-1

) may differ considerably from 

those in the soil solution. For Cd and Zn, the differences between concentrations in the 

dilute salt extract and in soil solution were relatively small (mostly within a factor of 5). 

However, concentrations in the soil solution and in a CaCl2 extract differed up to 30-fold 

for Ni and Pb, and up to 140-fold for Cu. Total concentrations in the soil solution were 

mostly larger than in a 0.01 M CaCl2 extract for these metals, which was probably related 

to a lower degree of complexation with dissolved organic matter (DOM) in the extract than 

in the soil solution. Complexation is less significant in a CaCl2 extract because DOM 
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concentrations are often lower as a result of dilution (Yin et al., 2002), and coagulation and 

sorption of Ca-DOM complexes on the solid phase (Römkens et al., 1996). 

The Kd measured in a soil suspension depends on the composition of the extract 

(Gerritse & Van Driel, 1984). Naidu et al. (1994) studied the effect of ionic strength, 

varied with NaNO3, on Cd adsorption by soils, and found that Cd adsorption decreased 

with increasing ionic strength in the normal pH range (at pH values above the zero point of 

charge). Temminghoff et al. (1995) studied the effects of ionic strength and Ca 

concentration on cadmium adsorption by a sandy soil. At the same pH, the cadmium 

adsorption was 60 to 80% smaller in a 0.01 M Ca(NO3)2 solution than in a NaNO3 solution 

with same ionic strength, which was attributed to competition between Cd and Ca. Figure 3 

also illustrates the effect of changing Ca concentration (at constant ionic strength) on metal 

concentrations in a soil extract (L/S =10 litre kg
-1

) for a low-pH and a neutral-pH soil. In 

both soils, Zn concentrations increase with increasing Ca concentrations, suggesting Ca 

competition for sorption on the surface sites. The same effect was observed for Cd. 

Concentrations of Cu, however, decrease with increasing Ca concentrations, especially for 

the high-pH soil, which is likely due to decreased DOM concentrations at higher Ca 

concentrations (Römkens et al., 1996). In contrast with Cd and Zn, Cu is in most soil 

solution mainly present as complex with DOM. The Ca competition effect for sorption on 

the solid phase is cancelled out by the effect on Ca concentration on Cu complexation by 

DOM, and the Cu concentration in solution will therefore largely depend on the DOM 

concentration, as will be discussed in more detail later on. In the high-pH soil, Pb 

concentrations also decrease with increasing Ca concentration in solution, suggesting that 

most Pb is complexed with DOM. At low pH, however, Pb concentrations increase with 

increasing Ca concentrations in a manner similar to that observed with Cd and Zn, 

suggesting that complexation with DOM in solution is of minor importance at this pH and 

that the competition effect of Ca for sorption on the solid phase predominates. 
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While dilute salt extracts apparently fail to give a good prediction of total solution 

concentrations for ions that occur mainly as complexes, because of the large difference in 

ligand (DOM) concentration between in situ soil solution and an extract, they should 

provide a good estimate of the free ion concentration, provided that the pH and the Ca 

concentration of the extract corresponds to that of the soil solution (Sauvé et al., 1997b). 

In addition to the chemical composition, the liquid/solid ratio of an extract is likely to 

affect the metal solution concentration. Extracts with larger L/S ratios generally have 

smaller DOM concentrations, and therefore smaller solution concentrations (and larger Kd) 

of Cu (Ponizovsky et al., 2006). Also when DOM is unlikely to affect the solid–liquid 

distribution of the metal, as is the case for Cd and Zn if pH<6.5, the Kd tends to be larger at 

larger L/S ratio (Yin et al., 2002), a phenomenon also known as the particle concentration 

effect (Di Toro et al., 1986). In case of a linear sorption curve and fast desorption, no 

effect of L/S ratio on the Kd of these metals is expected. Non-linearity of the sorption curve 

may explain the observed effect; at larger solution to soil ratios, the concentration on the 

solid phase as well as the concentration in solution decreases. In case of a concave sorption 

curve (n<1 in Equation 2), the ratio of solid phase to solution concentration (Kd) increases 

with decreasing metal concentrations. Alternatively, the effect of L/S ratio on the metal 

partitioning may be related to slow desorption of solid-phase metal, as more metal must be 

extracted into solution at large L/S ratio to maintain the same Kd value. In that case, the 

effect of L/S ratio should decrease as reaction time for desorption is prolonged, as was 

indeed observed by Filius et al. (1998). 

In conclusion, a dilute salt extract is expected to give good estimates of the free ion 

concentration of metals in soil solution. Dilute salt extracts usually also provide reasonable 

estimates of the total soil solution concentration for Cd and Zn, but the concentrations of 

Cu, Pb and Ni in a dilute salt extract may differ by orders of magnitude from the soil 

solution concentration.  
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Solution concentrations. Solutions are usually analyzed for total dissolved metal 

concentrations by emission or absorption spectroscopy or by mass spectrometry. For some 

metals, especially Zn, background laboratory contamination can limit the quantification of 

metals at low concentrations (Ivahnenko et al., 2001). While detection limits of 1 µg litre
-1

 

or lower may be achievable based on the sensitivity of the instrument, this limit may be 

considerably larger in practice because of laboratory contamination. This has practical 

consequences for the quantification of Zn in solutions of non-polluted calcareous soils, for 

which Zn concentrations in the soil solution are often in the µg litre
-1

 level. 

Solution phases are traditionally filtered (often on a 0.45 µm filter) before analysis. 

Metals in the filtered solution are operationally defined as dissolved, while the non-

filterable metals are considered to be in particulate form. Both fractions encompass 

colloids, usually defined as particles with linear dimensions in the nm- to µm-range. 

Filtering may considerably reduce the metal concentrations in solutions where a large part 

of the metal is present as colloids that are partly retained on the filter. For instance, Jopony 

& Young (1994) found that up to 50% of Pb in an unfiltered supernatant of a soil 

suspension was retained on a 1-µm filter. Colloidal metals may play a role in metal 

transport. Denaix et al. (2001) found that about 50% of Pb in lysimeter-leachates was 

present in colloids (separated by ultracentrifugation), while Cd and Zn were mainly in 

dissolved form. The presence of colloidal metal species in solution complicates obtaining a 

representative soil solution, as the amount of colloidal species in an isolated soil solution 

or extract will most likely differ from that in situ. Therefore, the in situ collection of soil 

solutions with lysimeters is the preferred method to assess colloidal movement (Denaix et 

al., 2001). Colloidal transport often shows an erratic pattern, since the stability of colloids 

depends, among other factors, on the ionic strength of the soil solution, which may show 

strong temporal and spatial variability. Because of its complicated nature, colloidal 

transport under field conditions is difficult, if not impossible, to predict a priori. 
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Solution speciation.  Metals in soil solution may be present as a free ion or as a 

complex with inorganic (Cl
-
, SO4

2-
, CO3

2-
,…) or organic (DOM) ligands, or associated 

with mineral colloids. Models for metal leaching in soil do not strictly require information 

on the speciation of the metal in solution if the species conversion is fast (see further) since 

all metal species in solution can migrate. However, information on solution speciation is 

required for predicting bioavailability and, in general, for the interpretation of Kd values 

since the free metal ion is the most reactive species that interacts with solid phase. 

Depending on the element, the free ion may be the dominant species in the soil solution, or 

may account for only a minor fraction of the total metal in solution. For instance, Cd is 

usually mainly present as free ion in soil solution, whereas Cu is mainly complexed with 

DOM for soils with pH>5 (Nolan et al., 2003b).  

Analytical techniques to measure or estimate ‘free-ion’ concentrations of metals in 

solution include Donnan dialysis, potentiometric techniques (ion selective electrodes, ISE), 

voltammetric techniques, resin exchange methods, and chromatographic techniques (Nolan 

et al., 2003a). Many of these methods have been reviewed by Zhang & Young (2006). 

Dialysis techniques use a semipermeable membranes that allow only certain species to 

cross, based on size or charge. The Donnan dialysis uses a small-volume acceptor 

(receiving) solution to minimize errors resulting from perturbation of the chemical 

equilibrium in solutions with limited buffering capacity for trace elements. The technique 

has been applied to measure soil solution speciation by, among others, Helmke (2000), 

Nolan et al. (2003b) and Weng et al. (2001b). The latter authors used a soil column 

technique to allow for larger acceptor volumes. Determination of free-ion fractions of Pb 

and Cu with the Donnan technique becomes unreliable in uncontaminated or calcareous 

soils as concentrations in the acceptor solution may be below the detection limit. Addition 

of a complexing ligand with known complexation constants to the acceptor solution can 

possibly be used to overcome this problem, but this results in very long equilibration times. 
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A dynamic approach has been proposed where the acceptor solution is sampled before 

equilibrium is attained (Kalis et al., 2006; Marang et al., 2006). However, this approach 

cannot be applied when the transport is controlled by diffusion in solution, which may be 

the case when complexes dissociate relatively slowly. In that case, the rate of ion transport 

through the cation exchange membrane depends on the degree of complexation and the 

lability of the complexes in the donor solution, which is unknown in the solutions to be 

tested (Kalis et al., 2007). 

Resin exchange techniques to measure speciation are based on the equilibrium that is 

established between the free ion and metals bound on the resin. The free ion fraction is 

derived by comparing the metal partitioning in the test solution, after equilibration with the 

resin, to that in a reference solution with known metal speciation and a similar basal 

composition and therefore same partitioning of the free ion on the resin (Holm et al., 

1995). This approach assumes an excess ligand and a fast re-equilibration between free ion 

and complexes so that addition of the resin to the solution does not affect the free ion 

fraction. Very small free ion fractions, such as for Cu in most soil solutions, are hard to 

measure with this technique, since metal sorption on the resin is very limited in this case 

and the amount of metal sorbed, which is calculated from the difference between the initial 

and equilibrium concentration, cannot be accurately determined. 

Measurements with ion selective electrodes (ISEs) in natural samples may be affected 

by fouling of the electrode by organic matter (Fish & Brassard, 1997). The use of ISEs in 

high Cl
-
 media is also not advisable, and other interferences may occur, resulting in an 

overestimation of the free-ion concentration (Westall et al., 1979). During the last decade, 

much progress has been made in lowering the detection limits of ISEs (Pretsch, 2007). 

Most studies that have used ISEs to measure trace metal speciation in soil solutions are on 

Cu
2+

, for which detection limits of 10
-13

 M or even lower have been reported (Rachou et al., 

2007). 
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Voltammetric techniques determine the concentrations of labile metal species from a 

current measured in solution as a metal is taken up into or released from a mercury 

electrode. Analytical problems that may occur with voltammetric measurements are 

overlapping stripping peaks, adsorption of surface-active organic compounds on the Hg 

surface inhibiting the metal deposition, or formation of intermetallic compounds that are 

insoluble or that affect peak size and position. The most commonly used variants of 

voltammetry are anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV), and adsorptive cathodic stripping 

voltammetry (AdCSV). In the ASV technique, a current is measured when reoxidising the 

metals that have been accumulating in the mercury electrode. The ASV technique does not 

measure the concentration of the free ion only, but of the electro-labile species. As the free 

metal (M) becomes depleted near the electrode, labile metal complexes (ML) that are 

present will dissociate: 
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where KML is the stability constant for complex formation, and ka and kd or the first order 

rate constants for association and dissociation of the complex. The extent to which metal 

complexes contribute depends on the thickness of the diffusive boundary layer (DBL), and 

hence on the stirring conditions. Contribution of complexes is expected if the ‘reacto-

diffusive length’ or reaction layer thickness, µ , is smaller than the diffusion layer thickness 

δ (Hudson, 1998): 
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Equation 6 shows that metal complexes are more likely to contribute as the complexes 

dissociate faster (kd larger), the buffering is stronger ([ML]/[M] larger), or the diffusion 

layer thickness δ is larger. In theory, it can be calculated which species, in terms of 

dissociation constant kd, are measured with ASV but, to do so, the experimental conditions, 
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such as the stirring rate, must be well controlled and well known. It is usually assumed that 

ASV measures the free ion and inorganic and weak organic complexes of metals. Rotating 

disk electrodes, which allow varying the rotation rate, have been used to study kinetic 

processes. Depending on the rotation rate, δ ranges from about 5 µm (fast rotation) to 

60 µm (slow rotation). This technique is capable of measuring dissociation constants 

(roughly) ranging between 10
-1

 and 10
2
 s

-1
 (Shuman & Michael, 1978).  

The ASV technique is not suitable for Co and Ni, which do not form an amalgam with 

the mercury electrode. For these elements, the AdCSV technique combined with ligand 

exchange has frequently been used (Lam et al., 2002; Morfobos et al., 2004). This 

technique is based on ligand exchange equilibria between a well characterized ligand that 

is added to the sample and the natural ligands. The selection of type and concentration of 

added ligand is essential, since the ‘detection window’ is rather small: no conclusion can 

be made about the metal speciation if the degree of complexation with the added ligand is 

too high (in which case nearly all metal is complexed with the added ligand) or too low 

(almost no metal complexed with the added ligand). The added ligand forms a complex 

with the metal of interest and adsorbs at the surface of the electrode, after which it is 

stripped to obtain a signal. The free ion fraction can be calculated from the measured 

concentration of the complex and the degree of complexation of the metal with the added 

ligand, which is estimated based on speciation calculations using known stability 

constants. The free ion concentration under ‘field conditions’ can then be calculated 

assuming that the ratio between free metal and metal bound to natural ligands is not 

changed by addition of the competing ligand. As pointed out by Xue & Sunda (1997), the 

fulfilment of this criterion cannot be taken for granted. Van Leeuwen & Town (2005) 

theoretically showed that metal speciation and stability constants of natural organic ligands 

derived with this technique may often have resulted from non-equilibrium conditions, 
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leading to an underestimation of the free ion concentration and overestimation of the 

stability constants.  

While it is analytically a completely different technique, similar concepts can be used 

in the interpretation of DGT (diffusive gradients in thin films) results as for the ASV 

technique. The DGT device consists of a chelating resin gel layer, overlaid by a hydrogel 

layer that is in contact with the solution and through which ions can freely diffuse (Zhang 

& Davison, 1995). The DGT measured concentration, cDGT, is determined by measuring 

the mass of metal accumulated on the resin after a certain deployment time, and is 

proportional to the diffusional flux of metal through the hydrogel layer. The DGT-

timescale depends on the thickness of the diffusion layer, which is usually between 400 

and 2000 µm (mostly 800 µm), and therefore, contribution of metal complexes will be 

more important than for ASV. The kinetic window, which defines the measurable species, 

can be varied by varying the thickness of the diffusion layer. A larger thickness of the 

diffusion layer allows for more dissociation – and hence larger contribution – of the 

complexes. Warnken et al. (2007) used this approach to obtain information on the 

dissociation rate of metal complexes in situ in a river. 

Only few studies have compared different metal speciation techniques in 

environmental samples. Figura & McDuffle (1980) used several speciation techniques to 

differentiate metals on the basis of relative lability ranging from very labile (ASV), over 

moderately labile (retained on a Chelex column; 7 s contact time) and slowly labile 

(retained on Chelex resin during a 3 day batch equilibration), to inert. They found that Cd 

and Zn in natural waters and a sewage effluent were highly labile, while large parts of Cu 

and Pb were associated with the slowly labile fractions (kd ≤ 10
-3

 s
-1

). Minnich & McBride 

(1987) measured Cu activity in saturation extracts of sludge- and Cu-salt-treated soils. 

They found that Cu activities measured with ISE were one order of magnitude larger than 

those obtained with the Donnan system. Xue & Sunda (1997) measured free Cu
2+
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concentrations in lake water, using ISE or a ligand exchange/CSV technique. The ISE gave 

erroneously high Cu
2+

 values at the lower Cu concentrations (total Cu below 30 nM). 

Luider et al. (2004) found that DGT-measured Cu in water with natural organic matter 

(NOM) of various sources was 2- to 10-fold larger than ISE-measured concentrations, 

indicating the contribution of labile complexes to DGT measurements. Turner et al. (1987) 

compared potentiometric (ISE) and voltammetric techniques to measure copper and lead 

complexation by fulvic acid. Estimated complexation capacities were smaller using the 

voltammetric technique than when using an ISE. This discrepancy was likely due to 

contribution of labile metal complexes in the voltammetric measurements. Ge et al. (2005) 

measured speciation on soil solutions of smelter polluted soils. They found reasonably 

good agreement between Cu
2+

 concentrations as measured with a resin exchange technique 

and ISE-measured concentrations, though the difference ranged up to an order of 

magnitude at the lower Cu
2+

 concentrations. Free cadmium measured with the resin 

exchange technique corresponded well with ASV-measured values, not surprisingly as 

most Cd was present as free ion. For Pb, the difference between these methods was larger, 

but still within a factor of 3 for most solutions, indicating that most Pb-complexes were not 

ASV-labile. 

Overall, it can be concluded that measurement of metal speciation in soil solutions or 

waters often suffers from one or more shortcomings such as chemical interferences (ISE), 

detection limits at low concentrations (Donnan), and uncertain data interpretation as to 

exactly which species are measured (ASV, DGT). Figure 4 shows which kinetic fraction is 

theoretically measured with the different techniques. It also shows which fraction is 

expected to be important in environmental processes, and the (presumable) range of 

dissociation constants for metal complexes in soil solutions, as will be discussed further 

on. It follows from the above that methods used to measure metal partitioning and 
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speciation in soils and soil solutions are not only operationally defined but that they should 

also be selected to meet the objective of their application.  

 

Slow reactions of metals in soil 

The initial sorption reaction of metals in soil takes place within minutes or hours after 

metal addition in stirred soil suspension. This reaction is often followed by slower 

reactions that gradually decrease the metal availability in the months or years after metal 

addition. These slow reactions, which have also been termed ‘ageing’ or fixation reactions, 

should be taken into account to convert short-term data obtained with adsorption 

experiments to field contaminated soils. The number of studies where metal sorption in 

soils or soil components was studied over a long period of time is limited. Slow reactions 

can be demonstrated by a decrease in the solution concentration with time if all other 

factors influencing the solid–liquid distribution remain constant (Fischer et al., 2007). It is 

however difficult to maintain critical factors such as pH or DOM concentrations constant 

over a longer period of time. Alternatively, changes in labile metal can be measured. 

Fixation reactions decrease the fraction of added metal that is in dynamic equilibrium with 

the solution phase. The labile fractions are less sensitive to changes in soil properties over 

time than solution concentrations and can, therefore, be used as an index of fixation in soil 

(Tye et al., 2003; Buekers et al., 2007). These long-term incubation studies with freshly 

metal-salt amended soil showed that the labile fraction of a metal added to soil decreases 

from initially 100% to <20–100% depending on metal and soil properties. After 850 days 

of ageing, the radio-labile fraction of added metal was, averaged over 28 soils, 57% for Cu, 

59% for Zn, 59% for Ni and 72% for Cd (Buekers et al., 2007). Fixation was most 

pronounced in soils with high pH or in soils with elevated concentrations of iron 

oxyhydroxides. Barrow (1998) used the “null point method” (Barrow, 1983) to assess 
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sorption kinetics of Cd, Zn, Co and Ni in a loamy sand soil (pH 5.6). The slow reactions 

were most pronounced for Zn and especially for Co and Ni, whereas Cd solubility changed 

little over time. These slow reactions are probably related to solid-state diffusion of metals 

into the interior of (hydr)oxides, though other mechanisms such as (surface) precipitation 

may also play a role, especially at high pH (Ma et al., 2006b). A similar order for slow 

reactions on oxides has indeed been observed. Fischer et al. (2007) studied the reaction 

kinetics of sorption of 10 metals on goethite. Slow reactions were most pronounced for Co 

and least pronounced for Pb. In general, slow reactions were correlated with the ionic 

radius of the metals: the larger the radius, the slower the reaction.  

There is little information whether fixation depends on the metal loading. Ma et al. 

(2006b) assessed aging of freshly added Cu
2+

 salt in 19 soils at two total Cu 

concentrations, during 2 years of outdoors incubation. They found that there was little 

difference in labile fraction between the two concentrations, suggesting that the total 

concentration (within relevant range) does not greatly affect the rate and extent of fixation. 

On the other hand, Buekers et al. (2008a) measured slow reactions of Co, Ni and Zn on 

four synthetic oxyhydroxides and found that slow reactions were more pronounced at small 

than at large metal concentrations for sorption of Ni and Zn on goethite.  

The slow reactions of metals with (hydr)oxides are usually modeled with diffusion-

based kinetics (Trivedi & Axe, 2000; Fischer et al., 2007). Ma et al. (2006b) developed a 

semi-mechanistic model to describe slow reactions of Cu across soils, assuming that 

precipitation/nucleation occurs at high pH and slow diffusion at all pH values. Crout et al. 

(2006) described the slow reactions of Cd and Zn in soils with a reversible first-order 

model (cf. Figure 1), assuming a pH dependent labile fraction at equilibrium. Buekers et al. 

(2008b) used the same model to describe slow reactions of Cd, Cu, Ni and Zn in soils 

(Figure 5). It should be realized that the slow reactions in soil are not first-order reactions, 

but most likely a combination of intraparticle diffusion, (surface) precipitation, co-
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precipitation and possible other mechanisms. Nevertheless, reversible first-order kinetics 

describe the decrease in labile metal fraction with ageing time reasonably well. 

The fact that the slow reactions of metals in soil can be described with reversible 

kinetics, suggests that metal ‘fixation’ is a reversible process. The model predicts that 

‘fixed’ metals will be released slowly under conditions of continuous metal removal (for 

instance, prolonged leaching with clean water). Moreover, fixation in high pH soils may 

(partly) be caused by (co)precipitation of metals in carbonates or other minerals, in which 

case the metals will be released if the soil subsequently acidifies (Hamon et al., 2002).  

 

Prediction of the solid–liquid partitioning of metals in soils 

Different models for predicting Kd values are in use, which can be divided in two groups: 

multisurface models that describe the interactions of metals with different soil constituents 

(organic matter, oxides, clay) and empirical regression models. 

Multisurface models 

Multisurface models, also termed assemblage models, consider the soil as a set of 

independent reactive surfaces, and combine several models to describe sorption onto 

organic matter (both solid and dissolved), (hydr)oxides, and clay. The speciation 

calculations are performed with geochemical programs, such as ECOSAT (Weng et al., 

2001a), WHAM (Tipping et al., 2003), or ORCHESTRA (Schröder et al., 2005). A surface 

complexation model is used to describe sorption on (hydr)oxides, while sorption on clay 

minerals is usually modeled with an ion exchange approach. Sorption on organic matter is 

modeled with the NIC(C)A-Donnan model (Kinniburgh et al., 1999) in ECOSAT and 

ORCHESTRA, or with Model VI (Tipping, 1998) in WHAM. Though the NICA model 

and model VI are mathematically quite different, the models are alike in that they assume 
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two types of sites (typically associated with carboxylic and phenolic groups) on which 

protons and metals compete for binding (specific sorption) together with non-specific 

electrostatic sorption (Tipping, 1998). These models are conceptually attractive, but they 

require extensive input information, often not available in more routine research. 

Moreover, assumptions are required to define the reactivity of surfaces compared with 

model constituents. These include assumptions about the fraction active organic matter and 

the surface area of oxyhydroxides.  

These mechanistic models can be used to describe metal partitioning between soil and 

solution or to calculate the solution speciation only (Weng et al., 2002; Nolan et al., 

2003b). Figure 6 depicts measured free-ion fractions of metals in soil solution, and free-ion 

fractions predicted by WHAM (Model VI) for a soil solution with a generic composition. 

This model predicts that the affinity of DOM for metals increases in the order: Co < Ni < 

Cd ~ Zn << Pb ~ Cu. Complexation of Co and Ni in soil solution is expected to be small at 

pH<7. However, the description of complexation of DOM with Co and Ni in WHAM is 

based on sparse data, and results from Sanders (1983) suggest that Co in soil solution may 

be more complexed with DOM than predicted by WHAM. The available data indicate that 

complexation of Cu and Pb with DOM, though considerable, is less pronounced than 

predicted by WHAM (Nolan et al., 2003b; Sauvé et al., 1997a). These deviations between 

predicted and observed values for Cu and Pb may also be due to analytical problems in 

determining the free ion fractions of these ions. Measurement of free-ion concentrations of 

Cu and Pb in soil solutions is often problematic since the free-ion concentrations are 

mostly near or below the detection limit of the Donnan dialysis technique (Nolan et al., 

2003b), and ASV may overestimate free ion fractions of Pb if labile Pb-DOM complexes 

are present (Sauvé et al., 1997a).  

Only a few studies have compared observed solid–liquid distribution of metals in soils 

with predictions of mechanistic models (Weng et al., 2002; Tipping et al., 2003; Schröder 
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et al., 2005; MacDonald & Hendershot, 2006). It is often found that the observed and 

predicted solid–solution distribution differ considerably without parameter adjustment. 

Solution concentrations of Pb are often overestimated (Weng et al., 2002; Schröder et al., 

2005). Although these models predict that Pb binds more strongly on oxides than the other 

metals, they still predict that a large part of Pb is associated with organic matter, especially 

at low pH. However, the Kd of Pb is usually much larger than the solid–liquid distribution 

of organic matter ([SOC]/[DOC] ~ 100–2000 litre kg
-1

 in most soils). Unless the solid 

organic matter has much larger affinity for Pb than DOM, which seems unlikely, this 

means that organic matter is not the main factor in controlling Pb solubility. It has been 

suggested that mineral phases (such as chloropyromorphite, Pb5(PO4)3Cl) control Pb 

solubility, but spectroscopic (Morin et al., 1999) and isotopic dilution studies (Tongtavee 

et al., 2005; Degryse et al., 2007) indicate the importance of sorption processes in soils 

unamended with phosphate, suggesting that sorption of Pb on hydrous oxides is 

particularly underestimated by these models.  

Until more validation for real soil systems is carried out, a priori prediction of metal 

partitioning with multisurface models seems still unreliable at present. These models are 

preferentially validated on datasets for which free-ion concentrations are also known, since 

this allows evaluating the partitioning of the free ion between solution and solid phase and 

the complexation in solution separately. However, obtaining reliable measurements of free-

ion concentrations remains an analytical challenge, especially in high pH soils.  

 

Regression models  

Alternatively, the solution concentrations of metals in soil can be predicted with regression 

models that relate the sorption of an element to soil properties. Most of these models take 

the form of a multivariate, linear relation between logKd and soil properties (Anderson & 
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Christensen, 1988; Sauvé et al., 2000a), or a Freundlich-type equation (Equation 3) that 

takes into account the effect of pH, organic C content and sometimes ionic strength (IS) or 

Ca concentration. Such regression models can be developed for Kd values that are based on 

free ion concentration or on total solution concentration. The partitioning of the free ion 

can be determined either by measuring the free ion concentration (Sauvé et al., 1997b; 

Nolan et al., 2003b) or by predicting free ion concentrations from total solution 

concentration and soil solution composition (Tye et al., 2004; Tipping et al., 2003). 

Models that describe the Kd
free

, which gives the partitioning of the free ion, offer the 

advantage that they describe a single mechanism, but they rely on an accurate 

measurement of prediction of the free ion concentration. Moreover, when the objective is 

to predict metal transport, the total solution concentration, and not the free ion 

concentration, must be known. In that case, if the free ion concentration is predicted from 

the total metal concentration in soil and the estimated partitioning of the free ion (Kd
free

), 

additional modeling has to be carried out to estimate the total solution concentration from 

the free ion concentration and the soil solution composition (see, for instance, Tye et al., 

2004). Regression equations that predict Kd values based on total solution concentration, 

allow a direct estimate of the total concentration, but the model may fail to describe the 

partitioning adequately, since it does not describe a single mechanism, but both the 

sorption of the free ion and the complexation of the free ion in solution (Figure 1). In 

practice, both approaches (total solution concentration of free ion concentration based) will 

give similar results for elements such as Cd and Zn that are usually for a large part as free 

ion in solution, although the pH slope will usually be smaller when regressing Kd than for 

Kd
free

, since the complexation increases with increasing pH (Figure 6). For Cu, on the other 

hand, regression equations for Kd or Kd
free

 strongly differ. The free ion based models 

usually also have much larger coefficients of determination than those based on total 

solution concentration (see Table 2 and discussion below). 
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The statistical models relating Kd to soil properties, calibrated to a set of observations, 

are obviously empirical but their mathematical form can be explained by soil chemical 

reactions. For example, the most simplified regression models predict that logKd increases 

linearly with pH (Anderson & Christensen, 1988; see also Table 2). Such relationship can 

be explained by sorption reactions assuming that (i) the binding site capacity is well above 

the amount of metal sorbed, (ii) the binding site capacity is similar among all soils and (iii) 

protons and metals compete for sorption on the same binding sites and have a quasi-

gaussian (Sips) distribution of their binding constants (Rusch et al., 1997). Clearly, the 

assumption of a constant binding site capacity (implying a similar concentration of organic 

matter and oxyhydroxides) among soils is usually not valid, but a large part of the variation 

in Kd values can be explained nevertheless with such a simplified model, because the 

variation of binding site capacity is much smaller than the effect provoked by differences 

in pH. A change in pH with 2 units generally affects the Kd of Cd, Zn and Ni more than 20-

fold whereas a 20-fold variation in binding site capacity between topsoils is unlikely. 

From a practical point of view, it is preferable that only routinely measured soil 

properties (pH, %OC) are included in the model. When using a regression model, the soil 

properties should be measured with the same methods, or methods that give similar results, 

as those used in the original development of the model. For instance, if the regression 

model is based on pH measured in 0.01 M CaCl2, different results will be obtained if pH 

measured in 1 M KCl or in water is used for the Kd prediction, since pH values may differ 

more than 1 unit depending on the method used (de Groot et al., 1998). Clearly, any 

regression model should not be extrapolated beyond the range of soil properties with which 

it was originally developed. An advantage of regression models over the multisurface 

models is that the former models are usually calibrated on a larger number of soils.  
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In Table 2, regression equations are reported that were derived from pore water based 

Kd values. These regression equations allow estimating porewater concentrations from the 

total (or labile) metal content in soil and the predicted Kd (or Kd
lab

) value: 

[M]pred=Mtot/Kd,pred,  (7) 

[M]pred=Mlabile/Kd
lab

pred.  (8) 

Ideally, solutions concentrations should be estimated from the labile metal pool, using 

regression equations or models that predict the partitioning between labile metal and metal 

in solution (Equation 8). Often, only the total metal concentration is known without any 

information about the labile metal fraction, which adds an additional source of error. 

However, labile metal fractions (Mlabile/Mtot) generally only vary 10-fold (Degryse et al., 

2003), whereas the Kd
lab

 may vary nearly 1000-fold between soils. As a result, differences 

in sorption (related to differences in pH, organic C content, etc.) between soils usually 

explain most of the variation in metal solubility between soils. This explains why the 

improvement in prediction of metal solubility when based on labile metal in soil (Equation 

8) instead of total metal (Equation 7) is often small (Tye et al., 2003; Degryse et al., 2003). 

Moreover, the labile metal fraction in soil may be pH dependent, and the variation in labile 

fraction between soils may partly be accounted for by the pH term in the Kd equation (Tye 

et al., 2003).  

For Cd, the regression equation that relates in situ Kd values to soil properties, predicts 

similar values as regression equations reported in literature derived from adsorption 

measurements in dilute salt extracts (Anderson & Christensen, 1988). For Zn and Ni, 

however, the proposed equations tend to predict higher Kd values than regression equations 

based on adsorption Kd values (Figure 7). These metals are often for a large part in non-

labile form (Buekers et al., 2007). As a result, adsorption Kd values in salt extracts, which 

give the partitioning of labile metal, are smaller than Kd values that express the partitioning 

of the native metal, that was already present in the soil. When the partitioning of the native 
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Zn is based on (native) labile Zn as measured by isotopic dilution, the obtained regression 

equation is in better agreement with adsorption Kd based regression equations (Figure 7a). 

Similarly, the Kd values of Ni in NiCl2 amended soils agree much better with the regression 

equation of Anderson & Christensen (1988) than those in unamended soils (Figure 7b; data 

of Oorts et al., 2006). The Ni dose in the amended soils was relatively small (between 20 

and 86 mg Ni kg
-1

) and pore water composition (Ca, pH) was in most cases unaffected by 

the metal amendment. The larger Kd values in the unamended soils therefore indicate that a 

considerable fraction of the background metal is in non-labile form.  

While the sorption of the free Cu
2+

 ion on the solid phase is strongly related to pH 

(Table 2; Yin et al., 2002), the relationship between pH and logKd is often not very 

pronounced for Cu (Sauvé et al., 2000a; Figure 8a). This can be explained by the strong 

complexation of Cu with dissolved organic matter. An increase in pH strongly increases 

the binding of free Cu
2+

 on the solid phase, but often has only a minor effect on the total 

solution concentration, because the pH increase also enhances complexation of Cu
2+

 with 

dissolved organic matter (Yin et al., 2002). Assuming that Cu binds solely on organic 

matter and that there is no inorganic complexation in solution, the Kd of Cu can be 

calculated as follows: 

[DOC]1

[SOC]

DOC
d

d
d

SOC

⋅+

⋅
=

K

K
K , (9) 

where [SOC] (kg OC per kg soil) and [DOC] (kg OC per liter) are the concentrations of 

solid and dissolved organic C respectively, and Kd
SOC

 and Kd
DOC

 are the distribution 

coefficients (in litre per kg OC) of free Cu on the organic C. If the solid and dissolved 

organic C have the same affinity for Cu and if the free ion fraction is much smaller than 1 

(or Kd
DOC

 × [DOC] >> 1), which is usually the case in soils with pH >5, Equation 9 can be 

reduced to: 
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[DOC]

[SOC]
d ≈K . 

Figure 8b indeed shows a significant (P<0.0001) positive correlation between Kd values of 

Cu and the partitioning of organic C in soils with pH>5, if the data of Nolan et al. (2003b) 

are excluded. The R
2
 was 0.53, compared with an R

2
 of 0.17 for log Kd versus pH for the 

same soils. Clearly, the partitioning of Cu in soils with moderate to high pH is related to 

the partitioning of organic C, as was previously demonstrated by Temminghoff et al. 

(1997). In the study of Nolan et al. (2003b), the Kd of organic C was consistently smaller 

(in general about an order of magnitude) than the Kd of Cu. The DOC concentrations in the 

study were very large, likely because the soils were dried at 40°C, and only incubated (at 

25°C) for 16 hours after rewetting, Drying-rewetting is known to result in a flush of DOC, 

most of which is decomposed – in uncontaminated soils – after about 1 month of 

incubation (Merckx et al., 2001). This DOC released during drying-rewetting has very low 

metal affinity (Amery et al., 2007), explaining why Cu is associated more strongly with 

solid organic matter than with DOM in recently rewetted soils (Figure 8b). Speciation 

programs do not consider this variation in DOM quality, but use default parameters to 

predict complexation. Amery et al. (2008) showed that the prediction of Cu complexation 

with DOM could be improved by taking into account the variable quality of DOM, using 

the specific UV absorbance as an indicator. 

 

Use of Kd values 

The Kd concept is strictly an equilibrium concept, so that equilibrium is implicitly assumed 

when calculations are performed with Kd values. The assumption of equilibrium can be 

justified if appropriate choices are made for the parameters required. For instance, some 

reactions, such as the release of metals incorporated in crystal lattices, may be slow enough 

to ignore on a relevant time scale. Other reactions are fast compared with the process of 
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interest, and equilibrium may be assumed. This is illustrated for two relevant 

environmental processes: metal transport and bioavailability. 

Metal transport (leaching) 

Metals adsorb on the solid phase and therefore migrate more slowly through the soil than 

the water. The retardation coefficient R gives the ratio of the water velocity relative to the 

solute velocity for a homogenous medium in case of linear sorption and is related to the Kd: 

d1 KR ⋅+=
θ

ρ
, (10) 

where ρ is the soil bulk density, and θ is the volumetric water content. In a soil profile, the 

soil properties vary with depth. The sorption parameters (Kd or Freundlich parameters in 

case of non-linear sorption) for each depth increment are then estimated from an equation 

that relates the sorption parameters to soil properties such as pH and organic matter content 

(Streck & Richter, 1997). Solute transport in soils is often modeled with the convection-

dispersion equation, assuming local equilibrium. Several studies have shown that this local 

equilibrium assumption does not always hold for metal transport. However, many of the 

studies where non-equilibrium in metal transport was observed, were conducted in 

columns at large pore-water velocities (50 cm day
-1

 or more), and may not be 

representative for the field situation. Streck & Richter (1997), Seuntjens (2002) and 

Degryse & Smolders (2006) found that Cd transport at field scale could be successfully 

modelled based on the local equilibrium assumption, if spatial variability of sorption was 

taken into account. However, soils in these studies were all sandy soils, and it cannot be 

concluded that the local equilibrium assumption is always valid for modelling metal 

transport at field scale. Preferential flow is likely to occur in more structured soil, and 

could affect metal leaching. Moreover, metals as Cu and Pb may be present for a large part 

as metal complex or under colloidal form. Citeau et al. (2003) found that 75% of Pb in the 
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solution (collected by zero-tension lysimeters) of two Luvisols was in colloidal form, and 

that a substantial fraction was present as stable or slowly dissociating metal complex, while 

Cd and Zn were mainly present as free ion or labile complexes. As discussed below, the 

presence of slowly dissociating complexes may lead to more rapid leaching of metals. 

Kinetic limitations in desorption from the solid phase.  Metal transport can be modeled 

assuming that sorption is in equilibrium if the rate of the sorption reaction is large 

compared with the advection rate. A theoretical analysis has been conducted by Valocchi 

(1985) and Bahr & Rubin (1987), and criteria were derived to assess whether local 

equilibrium may be assumed. In an attempt to simplify and synthesize the findings of these 

studies, we propose as rule of thumb that the breakthrough curve can be reasonably well 

described with the equilibrium assumption if following condition holds: 

1.0
λ

c <
⋅Tv

,  (11) 

where Tc is the response time of the reaction (the time to reach 63% of the equilibrium 

value) and λ is the dispersivity (normal range: 0.5–10 cm). Thus, if v is ~1 m year
-1

 

(normal value for field situation in humid temperate regions) and λ is 1 cm, equilibrium 

can be assumed if the response time of the reaction is smaller than 9 hours. The response 

time of the fast sorption reaction between solution and labile metal pool (described with 

kads and kdes in Figure 1) is probably a few minutes (Ernstberger et al., 2002), and can 

therefore be modeled as an equilibrium reaction unless very large pore water velocities are 

employed (as often the case in column experiments). The response time for the transfer 

from labile to non-labile pool is much larger; Crout et al. (2006) estimated a response time 

of c. 200 days for Zn. Figure 9 illustrates the effect of chemical non-equilibrium on 

leaching of metals from a soil profile. Figure 9a shows a theoretical breakthrough curve if 

it is assumed that all metal is in equilibrium with the solution phase. In Figure 9c, the 

presence of a non-labile pool is taken into account, and it is assumed that this pool is 
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totally inert. Figure 9b shows the intermediate case in which it is assumed that metals of 

the non-labile pool are not in immediate equilibrium with the solution, but are slowly 

released (according to the concept in Figure 1a), causing tailing in the breakthrough curve. 

Little is known about the release rate of metals from non-labile pools, especially in field 

contaminated soils where metals may originate from different sources, some of which may 

act as labile metal, while other may be quasi-inert. Without any information about the 

kinetics of desorption, the best estimate of metal transport can probably be made assuming 

that the labile metal pool, which may be estimated by isotope dilution (Degryse & 

Smolders, 2006) or EDTA extraction (Streck & Richter, 1997), and not the total metal pool 

is in equilibrium with the solution. 

Kinetic limitations in dissociation of complexes.  Metals in soil solution are partly 

present as complexes with inorganic or organic ligands. The rate of dissociation of these 

complexes will affect the metal transport in soil. Only few experimental studies have 

assessed the importance of dissociation kinetics of complexes in metal transport, and most 

of these studies dealt with colloidal complexes of actinides and lanthanides (Artinger et al., 

1998; van de Weerd & Leijnse, 1997), known to form slowly dissociating complexes with 

humic substances. Artinger et al. (1998) found that transport of 
241

Am in column 

experiments with quartz sand was enhanced in the presence of humic substances, and this 

enhancement increased with increasing flow rate, which was attributed to the slow 

dissociation of the complexes. Schmitt et al. (2003) observed fast breakthrough of a 

fraction of Al, Fe and Pb (but not of Zn) complexed by natural organic matter in column 

experiments with quartz sand, which could be related to the dissociation rate of the 

complexes.  

Slow dissociation of complexes results in enhanced transport (faster breakthrough than 

expected based on equilibrium calculations) if the rate of dissociation of the metal 
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complexes is slow compared to the pore water velocity. We performed numerical transport 

calculations for a step input of metal taking into account advection, dispersion, (linear) 

immediate sorption on the solid phase and kinetic complex formation in solution described 

with first order kinetics (cf. Equation 5). The theoretical breakthrough is shown for a metal 

for which the Kd
free

 is 100 litre kg
-1

 and half of the metal in soil solution is present as free 

ion. The calculations were made for a pore water velocity of 0.3 cm day
-1

, relevant for the 

field situation. It was assumed that the concentration of the ligand is constant in time and 

space. The model calculations show that the local equilibrium assumption (for the reaction 

between complex and free ion) is valid is the if the dissociation rate constant, kd, is larger 

than 10
-5

 s
-1

 (Figure 10a). On the other hand, slowly dissociating complexes (kd < 10
-8

 s
-1

) 

leach through the soil without retardation (Figure 10c), unless the complex itself is sorbed 

on the solid phase. In the intermediate case where complexes dissociate, but not fast 

enough to attain equilibrium, no immediate breakthrough occurs, but the predicted 

breakthrough is earlier than expected from equilibrium assumptions (Figure 10b).  

Data for the dissociation kinetics of divalent metals in soil solutions are scarce, but the 

available information (Citeau et al., 2003; Degryse & Smolders, 2005) suggests that a 

fraction of Cu, Pb and, to a lesser extent, Ni complexes in solution may dissociate so 

slowly that the local equilibrium assumption is violated, especially at high flow rates 

(Figure 4). Ma et al. (2006a) found that part of Cu in 0.2-µm filtered soil water extracts 

was non-isotopically exchangeable, also indicating that part of Cu in soil solution is inert 

or only very slowly reacting. Non-equilibrium in the dissociation of the complexes may 

certainly affect transport of these metals in column experiments where large water fluxes 

are often applied to obtain results within a short timeframe. For instance, when the 

porewater velocity is 30 cm day
-1

, which is not exceptionally high for column experiments, 

kinetic constraints in dissociation of the complexes will already enhance the metal 

transport if the dissociation rate constant is in the order of 10
-3

 s
-1 

or smaller. For Cd and 
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Zn, which are usually mainly present as free ion or as labile complexes in soil solutions, 

dissociation of complexes is not expected to be a rate determining step in metal transport, 

unless the metals were added to the soil as stable complexes, which may be the case for 

solid waste leachates (Christensen, 1989a). 

In summary, the Kd
lab

, the ratio of labile metal concentration (measured by isotopic 

dilution or extraction with EDTA) to total solution concentration, seems the best choice to 

describe the metal partitioning for transport calculations. Most metal complexes probably 

dissociate fast enough to model retardation with the equilibrium approach (using total 

solution concentration), while release from the ‘non-labile’ metal pool on the solid phase is 

likely often slow enough to ignore on relevant time-scales. However, slow dissociation of 

metal complexes and the slow release of non-labile metals potentially may increase metal 

mobility in soil. The relevance at field scale of these non-equilibrium processes is still 

unknown. The few examples of field validation confirm that the Kd
lab

 – or a similar 

Freundlich equation – is indeed the preferred input parameter to describe metal sorption in 

transport calculations (Streck & Richter, 1997; Degryse & Smolders, 2006). These model 

validations are based on retrospective modeling and depend heavily on the history of metal 

addition to soil which is never accurately known, and therefore, the models can only be 

validated to a limited extent. More field research is needed to validate the existing 

concepts. 

Bioavailability 

To predict metal uptake by plants, it is essential to know which metal species are taken up. 

If uptake can be well modeled, it should also be possible to predict phytotoxicity, since 

toxic effects usually occur at a critical tissue concentration (Beckett & Davis, 1977). The 

free-ion activity model (FIAM) postulates that the uptake of metal by an organism is 

related to the free-ion concentration of the metal in the surrounding solution (Parker et al., 
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1995). Over a range of pH values, the free ion is not a constant predictor of bio-

availability. The gill surface interaction model (Pagenkopf, 1983) and the (more 

generalized) biotic ligand model (BLM) do not only take into account the metal-ligand 

complexation in solution, but also the competitive binding of cations (base cations and 

protons) at the uptake sites. The same concept can also be used to predict metal toxicity in 

soil, using a terrestrial BLM. It has indeed been found that both uptake (Hough et al., 

2005) and toxicity of the free metal ion in solution (Oorts et al., 2006) increase with 

increasing soil pH, indicating competition between protons and free metal ions for uptake 

from solution. Using these concepts, the bioavailability of metals in soil can be estimated 

from the labile (reactive) metal concentration, soil properties (pH, %OC) that allow an 

estimate of the partitioning of the free ion between solution and solid phase (Kd
lab/free

), and 

the concentration of ‘protecting’ cations (Lofts et al., 2004).  

Several exceptions to the FIAM have been reported, especially for higher plants for 

which greater uptake has often been observed when metal complexes were present in 

solution as compared to ligand-free solutions with a same free-ion activity (Bell et al., 

1991). It has been speculated that these deviations from the FIAM are due to uptake of 

intact complexes, or are related to buffering of the free ion around the uptake site when 

metal transport to the uptake sites is limiting (Parker et al., 2001). In the latter case, the 

contribution of complexes to metal uptake is expected to depend on the dissociation rate of 

the complexes, as was indeed found for Cd uptake by spinach in hydroponics (Degryse et 

al., 2006). Diffusive limitations in metal uptake by plants explain why plant concentrations 

correlate better with DGT-measured concentrations than with total solution or free ion 

concentrations (Zhang et al., 2001). In summary, the bioavailability theoretically depends 

on the activities of the free metal ion and of competing ions if there are no transport 

limitations. In that case, bioavailability in soil should be predicted based on a free ion 

based model (Lofts et al., 2004)  In case of transport-limited uptake, however, labile 
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complexes, that may be picked up as ‘labile metal’ depending on the solution speciation 

technique used, may also contribute (Figure 4). 

 

Conclusions 

It is well established that the solid–liquid partitioning of metals in soil is a critical 

parameter to predict the fate of metals in soil, namely their mobility and availability. The 

solid–liquid distribution coefficient, Kd, of a metal varies over multiple orders of 

magnitude among different soils, mainly due to differences in soil and soil solution 

properties (pH, soil organic matter, DOC, ionic strength), origin of the metals, and 

differences in fixed fraction. Water or weak salt extracts are not recommended to estimate 

total dissolved metal concentrations of Cu and Pb in soil solution due to dilution of DOC 

and colloids, however the free metal ion activity can be quantified in these extract due to 

its buffering by the solid phase. Metal partitioning is usually described with equilibrium 

models. This equilibrium assumption is justified when the reactions converting one metal 

species into another (such as sorption and complexation) are fast compared with the 

process of interest. Often, a fraction of metal on the solid phase reacts slowly with the 

solution phase or is even inert. Therefore, it is preferable to take into account only the 

labile metal in the solid phase to describe the metal partitioning (for instance, as nominator 

of the Kd value). This labile metal can be measured with isotope dilution or EDTA 

extraction. Another kinetic limitation that may be important in transport and availability of 

metals is the slow dissociation of complexes in solution. Slowly dissociating metal 

complexes may accelerate leaching of metals, and labile complexes may contribute to 

metal uptake by biota. The measure of the solution concentration (which appears as 

denominator in the Kd) should fit the process of interest, but more research is needed to 

assess which metal species in solution are relevant for which processes. We recommend 
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the benchmarking of different solution speciation techniques with processes of interest 

rather than a comparison among methods. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS  

Figure 1  Schematic descriptions of metal partitioning in soil, in increasing order of 

simplicity. (a) Adsorption and desorption from metal ions (M
2+

) onto and from the solid 

phase and association and dissociation of metal complexes (ML) in solution are described 

as kinetic processes using (1
st
 order) rate constants (respectively kads, kdes, ka, kd). Slow 

reactions (such as solid-state diffusion) may convert the labile adsorbed metal (Mlabile) to 

non-labile metal (Mnon-lab), which is described as a reversible process (rate constants k1 and 

k-1). Inert metals (Minert) on the solid phase cannot be released into solution and inert metal 

complexes (MLinert) cannot dissociate. (b–d) More simplified schemes, where the double 

arrow denotes that equilibrium is assumed and Msol denotes the total metal in solution. The 

solid–liquid distribution coefficients give the concentration ratios of labile metal on the 

solid phase and free metal ion (Kd
lab/free

) or total metal in solution (Kd
lab

), or the 

concentration ratio of total metal on the solid phase, Msolid, and total metal in solution 

(Kd
tot

). 

Figure 2  Illustration of the pH dependence of cation sorption and the effect of liquid/solid 

(L/S) ratio on adsorption envelopes (example representative for sorption of Cd on soil). 

The Kd was assumed to be independent of the L/S ratio and to be related to the pH as 

follows: logKd = -1.59+0.60pH. The theoretical adsorption envelopes (calculated with 

Equation 4), that show the percentage of metal sorbed on the surface as a function of pH, 

are given for a L/S ratio of 5 litre kg
-1

 or 50 litre kg
-1

.  

Figure 3  Effect of Ca concentration on solution concentrations of Cu, Pb and Zn (mean ± 

standard error) for two metal-contaminated soils (pH 4.3 and pH 7.1). Soil was suspended 

in solutions with varying Ca(NO3)2 concentration (ionic strength maintained by matching 

with NaNO3) at a liquid/solid ratio of 10 litre kg
-1

, and equilibrated for 3 days. Zinc 
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concentrations differed strongly between the two soils, and are therefore shown on a 

different scale, as indicated by the arrows (Degryse, unpublished). 

Figure 4  The contribution of metal complexes – with respect to their dissociation rate – 

(a) in detection by analytical techniques and (b) in environmental processes, and (c) the 

estimated range of dissociation rates of metal complexes in soil solutions. The contribution 

of complexes in measurement by DGT or ASV, or in diffusion-controlled uptake by biota 

was calculated with the reaction layer theory (Hudson, 1998; Equation 6). The values are 

approximate since also the degree of buffering affects the contribution. The range of 

complexes expected (a) to contribute to the analytical measurement or (b) to be retarded 

during transport or to contribute to diffusion-limited uptake is given by the lines. The 

retardation of complexes during leaching was estimated with numerical transport 

calculations (cf. Figure 10), for fast (v ~ 25 cm day
-1

) or slow water velocity (v ~ 0.25 cm 

day
-1

). Dashed lines indicate that (a-b) the contribution (for analytical measurements or 

biouptake) or retardation (during leaching) is only partial, or that (c) these complexes are 

in most soil solutions of minor importance. 

Figure 5  The fraction radio-labile Zn as a function of incubation time for four soils that 

were amended with Zn(NO3)2 (250 mg Zn kg
-1

) and incubated under field conditions. The 

lines show the fit of reversible first-order kinetics (half-life 330 days, pH dependent labile 

fraction f at equilibrium: f=1.60-0.20pH). Data from Buekers et al. (2008b). 

Figure 6  Free-ion fractions of metals in soil solution measured with Donnan dialysis 

(� Weng et al., 2001b; � Nolan et al., 2003b;▲ Weng et al., 2002), ISE (∆ Vulkan et al., 

2000), or a resin exchange method (� Sanders, 1983), or free ion fractions in a 10 mM 

Ca(NO3)2 extract measured with ISE (× Sauvé et al., 1997b) or in a 10 mM KNO3 extract 

measured with ASV (+ Sauvé et al., 1997a). The lines show the free-ion fractions 

predicted with WHAM6 for a generic composition of solution (not attempting to predict 
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the individual observations), for either ‘low’ (full line) or ‘high’ (dotted line) concentration 

of the trace metals. Solution composition used for the prediction: Ca(NO3)2 2 mM; Fe in 

equilibrium with Fe(OH)3 (log{(Fe
3+

)/(H
+
)

3
}=2.5); Al in equilibrium with Al(OH)3 

(log{(Al
3+

)/(H
+
)

3
}=8.5), except for soils with pH <4.5: (Al

3+
)=10

-5
 M; trace metals: Cd 10

-8
 M, Co 

10
-7

 M, Cu 5.10
-7

 M, Ni 5.10
-7

 M, Pb 10
-8

 M, Zn 10
-6

 M (‘low’) or 10 times higher concentrations 

(‘high’), 50 mg/l DOM (65% fulvic acid, 35% inert), pCO2 10
-3.5

 atm.  

Figure 7  Pore-water based Kd values of (a) Zn and (b) Ni, representing the partitioning of 

total (+) or labile metal (�). The full lines show the regression equation of Anderson & 

Christensen (1998) based on adsorption Kds in 1 mM CaCl2. (×) ‘Total’ Kd values for field 

contaminated and uncontaminated soils (Zn: data from de Groot et al., 1998; Degryse et al., 2003; 

and Zhao, unpublished; Ni: de Groot et al., 1998; Smolders et al., 2000; Oorts et al., 2006). 

(�) Kd
lab

 for Zn based on isotopically exchangeable Zn (E value) (Degryse et al., 2003; Zhao, 

unpublished); ‘total’ Kd for Ni but in soils that were freshly amended with NiCl2 and where most Ni 

is consequently in labile form (Oorts et al., 2006). 

Figure 8  The Kd of Cu for soils with pH>5 (a) as a function of pH, or (b) as a function of 

the solid–liquid distribution of organic C, Kd-OC (dotted line is the 1:1 line). The Kd values 

are pore-water based (de Groot et al., 1998; Smolders et al., 2000; Römkens et al., 1999; Nolan et 

al., 2003b; Vulkan et al. 2000) or based on concentrations in a ‘recirculating’ 2 mM Ca(NO3)2 (S:L 

1:2) soil column extract (Weng et al., 2001a, 2002). Full lines are regression lines relating logKd of 

Cu to pH or to logKd-OC (data of Nolan et al. (+) not included in regression; see text). 

Figure 9  Theoretical leaching curves of metals from soil when (a) all solid-phase metal is 

in equilibrium with the solution phase, (b) part of the solid phase metal is non-labile, but 

slowly released, or (c) part of the solid-phase metal is inert. The area under the 

breakthrough curves corresponds to the amount of metal that is leached from the soil 

(white: from labile pool; striped: from non-labile pool). Symbols are explained in the 

legend of Figure 1. (Kd
tot

=100 litre kg
-1

, Kd
lab

=50 litre kg
-1

).  
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Figure 10  Theoretical breakthrough curves of a step input of metal (half as free ion, half 

as complex), when (a) complexes dissociate fast in which case equilibrium between the 

free ion and the complex can be assumed, (b) complexes dissociate slowly (dissociation 

rates kd in s
-1

), or (c) the complexes are inert. Symbols are explained in the legend of 

Figure 1. Input parameters for the numerical model calculations were: Kd
free

 =100 litre kg
-1

, 

ffree=0.5, v=0.3 cm d
-1

, λ= 1cm, θ=0.25, ρ=1.5 kg litre
-1

; breakthrough at 50 cm of depth.  
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Table 1  Literature examples of how solid–liquid distribution of metals in soils is determined, and which definition of Kd corresponds with the 

observations: Kd
tot(/free) 

: ratio of total solid phase concentration to total solution (or free ion) concentration; Kd
lab(/free): 

ratio of labile solid phase 

concentration to total solution (or free ion) concentration (cf. Figure 1). 

Kd Solid phase Solution phase Metals studied Reference 

Isolation/extract Analysis  

Kd
tot

 hot acid digestion pore water (centrifugation) (GF)AAS Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn de Groot et al., 1998; 

Römkens & Salomons, 1998 

Kd
tot 

Kd
tot/free

 

hot acid digestion pore water (Rhizon samplers) GFAAS, ICP-AES  

+ ISE for Cu 

Cd, Cu, Zn Vulkan et al., 2000  

Kd
tot/free

 hot acid digestion KNO3 10 mM (S/L 1:2) ASV Cd, Pb Sauvé et al., 1997a, 2000b 

Kd
lab

 E value pore water (centrifugation) ICP-AES Cd, Zn Degryse et al., 2003 

Kd
lab 

E value pore water (Rhizon samplers) (GF)AAS, ICP-MS Cd, Zn Tye et al., 2003 

Kd
lab 

EDTA 0.025 M CaCl2 2.5 mM (S/L 1:1) (GF)AAS Cd, Zn Streck & Richter, 1997 

Kd
lab

 adsorption CaCl2 1 mM (S/L 1:5) GFAAS Cd Christensen, 1989b 

Kd
lab

 adsorption dilute salt (IS 0.011 M; S/L 1:5) ASV 
a 

Cd Gerritse & van Driel, 1984 

Kd
lab

 adsorption Ca(NO3)2 5 mM (S/L 1:10) ICP-AES Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn Buchter et al., 1989 

Kd
lab

 adsorption CaCl2 1 mM (S/L 1:100, 

1:20 if pH<5) 

Zn, Cd, Ni: AAS 
b 

65
Co: counting 

Cd, Co, Ni, Zn Anderson & Christensen, 

1988 

Kd
lab

 

Kd
lab/free

 

(cold) HNO3 2 M Ca(NO3)2 2 mM  

(S/L 1:2, column extraction) 

ICP-MS  

Donnan dialysis 

Cd, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn Weng et al., 2001a, 2002 

a
 measure of total solution concentration, as DOM was decomposed with ozone before measurement with ASV;  

b
 Organic extraction (preconcentration) used for Cd and Ni 
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Table 2 Selected regression models for logKd (in litre kg
-1

), derived from pore water-based Kd values. The regression equations were fitted on Kd 

values that were based on total solid phase concentrations (Kd
tot(/free)

) or on labile solid phase concentration (Kd
lab

). 

Metal Kd Regression coefficients   Based on data from 

  intercept pH log%OC
e
 n R

2
  

Cd Kd
tot

 -0.83 0.56  123 0.65 de Groot et al. (1998), Degryse et al. (2003), Zhao
a
 

  -1.04 0.55 0.70 123 0.72  

 Kd
lab

 -1.59 0.65  86 0.66 Degryse et al. (2003), Zhao
a 
 

  -1.7 0.62 0.61 86 0.71  

Zn Kd
tot

 -1.54 0.68  143 0.65 de Groot et al. (1998), Degryse et al. (2003), Zhao
a
  

  -1.77 0.66 0.79 143 0.72  

 Kd
lab

 -2.31 0.72  97 0.66 Degryse et al. (2003), Zhao
a
 

  -2.48 0.69 0.67 97 0.71  

Cu Kd
tot 

 0.60 0.37  129 0.34 de Groot et al. (1998), Smolders et al. (2000), Nolan et al. (2003b), Vulkan et al. (2000), 

Weng et al. (2001a)
b
, Römkens et al. (1999)

b
   0.45 0.34 0.65 128 0.44 

 Kd
tot/free

 -1.88 1.05 0.65 32 0.97 Weng et al. (2001a)
c
 

Pb Kd
tot

 1.43 0.42  79 0.58 de Groot et al. (1998), Smolders et al. (2000), Nolan et al. (2003b), Weng et al. (2001a)
b
 

  1.32 0.40 0.50 78 0.66  

Ni 
d
 Kd

tot
  0.99 0.30  63 0.36 de Groot et al. (1998), Smolders et al. (2000), Oorts et al. (2006)  

 Kd
lab

 -0.58 0.44  16 0.71 Oorts et al. (2006) 
a
 F.J. Zhao, personal communication; 

b 
only data for the topsoils were used; 

c
 free ion concentration determined with Donnan dialysis;

 d
 Kd

tot
 values based on partitioning of 

native Ni in soil, Kd
lab

 based on partitioning of Ni in NiCl2 amended soils (cf. Figure 7b); 
e
 If organic matter (OM) content was reported, the OM content was converted to OC 

content assuming 50% C in organic matter
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(a) equilibrium (b) slowly dissociating complexes (c) inert complexes  
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